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ABSTRACT
Formal analysis has been intensively studied (e.g., deep customization and synergistic co-design) in the networking domain, but one assumption remains largely unexamined: there
is a complete evaluation that expects definite knowledge of
the task, and is expected to output a decisive result. This
paper argues for a “partial” approach, a departure from the
de facto, to network analysis in a practical environment with
uncertain events and limited visibility. Specifically, we seek
(1) loss-less modeling in which network uncertainty is explicitly handled without corrupting the querying capability;
and (2) complete verification relative to the level of information available, which reaches an inconclusive result only
when more information is needed. As a realization of this
vision, we present fauré, a preliminary design in which a
datalog extension (called fauré-log) for incomplete information is developed to enable loss-less modeling, and combined
with static analysis of pure datalog to implement example
relative-complete verifiers.
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INTRODUCTION

Formal analysis has made significant progress in the networking domain in the past decade. A spectrum of methods
(simulation [18, 42], model checking [48], SMT solving [19],
etc) were adapted, benefiting networks ranging from enterprise networks and SDNs [32–34] to datacenters and private
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WANs [30, 55, 59], and addressing tasks from basic reachability [58] to more advanced features (middleboxes, network
updates [55, 61], protocol interactions [1] etc). Underlying
all these successes is a common workflow — often taken for
granted — in which a comprehensive evaluation is performed
on an entirely known network. The critical assumption is
that the task is definite and the analysis result is decisive.
While this complete approach is salient in classical formal
analysis, it can be ill-fitted for networking.
First, formal analysis was originally designed for a single
definite input (e.g., hardware verification), but networking
often involves exponential number of states that can possibly
occur. A moderate sized control plane can result in a huge
number of data planes that easily exceed the capability of
highly optimized data plane verifiers [32, 33]. Failures — an
important aspect that must be factored into the verifier as
many important errors occur only under specific failures [20]
— can quickly blow up the search engine even on small topology. Despite the many efforts — e.g., avoiding generating
individual data planes under failures [15, 20], abstracting
networks jointly controlled by multiple protocols [6, 20, 46]
— to treat the symptoms, existing models rarely include explicit constructs for the causes — uncertainty events such
as failures or network interactions that cause the problem.
Leaving out uncertainty is understandable due to limited
support in formal analysis, nevertheless, it can be a missed
opportunity for networking.
A second mismatch between the complete approach and
networking is that our visibility into a network is often limited. In the global Internet, the inability to obtain the BGP
configuration inputs from external domains leaves most attempts to verify the global routing behavior futile [5, 16, 17,
21–23, 45, 50, 54, 57]. While some argue that the public transit
has been in decline [4, 26, 28], the domain structure organized
around domains is unlikely to change any time soon [44, 52,
53], meaning that visibility into the inter-domain will remain
constrained. Even within a single domain, when management is shared by multiple participants [12, 49], a complete
network view is unlikely due to performance concerns. In all
these cases, even when some aspects of the network are unknown, it is desirable to implement some (perhaps weaker)
verification than stop working entirely.
Informed with these observations, we take a departure
from the de-facto complete analysis and propose a partial
approach for the networking environment. We seek to (1)
achieve accurate network modeling even with uncertainty
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(e.g., arbitrary failures), which we call loss-less modeling; and
to (2) perform complete verification on networks that are
only partly known, which we call relative-complete verification. More precisely, loss-less modeling seeks a representation for uncertain networks such that it assures sound and
complete reasoning like in the case of a definite network.
In relative-complete verification, the goal is to develop new
tests that fully use the available information such that if
the tests reach an indecisive conclusion, a more powerful
verification requiring more information is absolutely needed.
To illustrate the feasibility of our approach, we develop a
preliminary design called fauré, inspired by a representation
system in incomplete database called conditional table (or
c-table) [2, 3, 29, 51, 56]. C-tables use variables to represent
unknown values whose meaning are given by a condition
of boolean atoms: a single c-table models many possible networks (i.e. an uncertain network); more importantly, it is
loss-less in the sense that the difference between the c-table
and the possible instances it represents is not visible to (an
extended) relational algebra — any SQL query over a c-table
will produce exactly the same answer as on the corresponding (possible) regular tables. Our first contribution is to turn
the useful algebraic tool of c-tables into a deductive one
that is more suitable for analysis. To this end, we develop
a datalog extension — a deductive counterpart of extended
SQL — to correctly reference and valuate the variables in
a c-table, forming our own partial specification language
called fauré-log.
Fauré-log supports loss-less modeling out-of-box: As we
show in reachability analysis under link failures, the faurélog gives a general (datalog-like) query interface to access
and manipulate the c-table representation of a partial network state under a link failure pattern without introducing
visible corruption, that is, fauré-log query on a single partial
network is guaranteed to be equivalent to iteratively querying all possible networks. By combining the new fauré-log
valuation with static analysis readily available in pure datalog, fauré also lends itself to relative-complete verification:
As we show in the management of a network by multiple
teams, fauré-log enables us to develop two complete tests
relative to two levels of information visible to the verifier. In
the first level where only (the definition of the) constraints
are known, we formulate a test as constraint subsumption,
a datalog problem of program containment that can be further automated by a novel reduction into query evaluation
in fauré-log; In the second level where the update is also
known, the update information is incorporated into the test
by a systematic constraint rewrite in fauré-log. A practical
implementation of fauré-log in PostgreSQL and encouraging
evaluation results on realistic forwarding configuration are
also presented.
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FAURÉ OVERVIEW

Fauré is a partial network analysis toolkit with two looselycoupled components: loss-less modeling and relative-complete
verification. Loss-less modeling embodies a precise condition
that we believe should be satisfied in any meaningful model
of uncertain events or unknown information, that is, information corruption introduced by the new partial expressions
should not be visible in reasonably constructed queries. We
achieve this by adopting c-tables — the relational structure
of incomplete database — as the data model, and developing
a general query language called fauré-log. Fauré-log extends
the classic datalog evaluation strategy to reference partial
networks represented in the c-tables. Using data plane verification under link failures as an example, we illustrate how
fauré-log offers loss-less modeling out-of-box.
In the relative-complete verification component, instead
of a single conclusive verifier, we implement two tests: the
weaker test will succeed whenever a decisive answer is
permitted by the least amount of information, and return
with “I don’t know” only when more information is needed.
When the additional information becomes known, the second (stronger) test capable of processing it can be invoked.
As we show in policy-compliance checking during updates in
an enterprise network managed by multiple teams, we leverage query containment analysis readily available in datalog
to check policy when we only know the policy definition
itself; and exploit query rewrite to further incorporate network updates when they become available. Notably, the new
fauré-log valuation strategy for c-tables reduces query containment in pure-datalog to query evaluation in fauré-log.
c-tables
constraint
query evaluation
update rewrite
query containment

fauré-log
✓

modeling
✓

✓

✓

verification
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Table 1: Fauré’s enabling techniques.

Table 1 summarizes the new techniques: fauré-log incorporates the c-tables by a new evaluation strategy (§ 3) and enables loss-less modeling (§ 4). On top of fauré-log, constraint
as 0-ary queries over c-tables, constraint rewrite, and query
containment are combined to achieve relative-complete verification (§ 5).
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FROM DATALOG TO FAURÉ-LOG

The data model of fauré is inspired by the c-table [2, 3, 29, 56],
a relational structure for incomplete information that is particularly attractive because it does not introduce corruption
visible to any SQL query — through a straightforward extension to the relational algebra. The algebraic extension,
however, does not give the clean semantics and valuation
strategies critical to network analysis. To this end, we develop our own datalog extension call fauré-log.
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C-table and Why SQL/pure-datalog Fall Short
A c-table allows variables to occur in the table entries and
introduces an additional column of conditions over the variables. The idea is to use the variables to denote information
with proper attributes but currently unknown, and to use the
conditions to characterize legitimate information. An example is Pi in Table 2, where the first tuple says the destination
1.2.3.4 has a path that is either [ABC] or [ADEC], the second
tuple says a destination other than 1.2.3.4 uses path [ABE],
and the third says 1.2.3.6 uses [ADEC] no matter what (empty
condition). Depending on the instantiation of the variables,
Pi corresponds to many different regular network states, one
possible instance is P.
Pi dest
P dest
path
path
C path cost
x̄ = [ABC]∨
1.2.3.4 [ABC]
[ABC] 3
1.2.3.4 x̄
1.2.3.5 [ABE]
x̄ = [ADEC]
[ADEC] 4
1.2.3.6 [ADEC]
ȳ
[ABE] ȳ,1.2.3.4
[ABE] 3
1.2.3.6 [ADEC]
Table 2: PATH is a regular database with regular tables P, C
(PATH={P, C}); PATH’ is a fauré database that includes a ctable Pi (PATH’ ={Pi , C})

The c-tables can be queried by a straightforward extension
of SQL. For example, the join of two c-tables T1 and T2 can
be obtained by concatenating every tuple t1 ∈ T1 and t2 ∈ T2
and associating it with φ 1 ∧ φ 2 ∧ φ(t1 , t2 ) where φ 1 (φ 2 ) is the
condition associated with t1 (t2 ), and φ(t1 , t2 ) is a condition
that states the equality between join attributes in t1 and
t2 . While convenient for ad-hoc data retrieval, the algebraic
approach of SQL is inadequate for program analysis (e.g.,
query containment in relative-complete verification 5). Thus
we argue for the deductive approach of datalog.
It turns out that datalog extension for c-tables is not readily available and far less obvious. A specific difficulty is how
to evaluate a datalog-like program over a c-table. How to
map variables in the datalog program to the underlying domain of the c-tables which have variables in themselves?
To see why this is difficult and to prepare technically for
the development of fauré-log, we first review datalog and its
valuation following notions in [2, 9]. A datalog query q over
a (usual) database schema R is a finite collection of rules of
the form
H(u) : −B1 (u1 ), · · · , Bn (un ).
(1)
where Bi ’s are relation (predicate) names in R, and H is a
relation not in R; and u and ui ’s are free tuples that can
use either constants in the attribute domain of R (denoted
by dom) or variables (we use var(q) to denote all variables
appeared in q). The subexpression B1 (u1 ), · · · , Bn (un ) is the
body of the rule, and H(u) is the head. A rule generates new
facts by variable valuation — a function (denoted by υ) from
var(q) to dom: if one can find values that hold for the body,

then one can derive the head. Thus, the meaning of a query
can be defined by variable valuations. Let q be a datalog
query given by the foregoing rules, and let I be a database
instance of R, the image (query result) of I under q is
q(I) = {υ (u)|υ is a valuation and υ (ui ) ∈ I}
1
2

3

(2)

q1 : ANS(z) :- P('1.2.3.4',y), C(y,z). /* what is the path
cost for destination 1.2.3.4? */
q2 : ANS(z)[φ∧ x='1.2.3.4'] :- Pi (x,y)[φ], C(y,z),
x='1.2.3.4'. /* equivalent query using explicit
comparison (=) */
q3 : ANS(z)[φ] :- Pi ('1.2.3.5',y)[φ], C(y,z). /* implicit
pattern matching over c-table */

Listing 1: First attempt: datalog query over c-tables
For example, running query q1 (in Listing 1) on database PATH (in Table 2) gives q1 (PATH) = {⟨3⟩}. Observe that
a constant occurred in a free tuple produces implicit pattern matching on the underlying domain (dom), which is
equivalent to explicit comparison in SQL (e.g.,P( ′1.2.3.4′, y)
is equivalent to SELECT FROM P WHERE P.dest =′ 1.2.3.4′). Such
straightforward pattern matching no longer works once we
enter the domain of the c-tables.
Fauré-log and Evaluation over C-tables
We develop fauré-log by taking extra care in mediating
between variables in the (fauré-log) program and variables
in the referenced c-tables. These two types of variables play
critically different roles: variables in fauré-log are referenced
by usual x, y, z, · · · and are simply called variables, variables
representing unknown values in the c-tables are denoted
by x̄, ȳ, · · · and are called c-variables. To handle the new cvariables, the underlying domain of c-tables is extended by
incorporating the c-variables into the usual attribute domain (of constants): the intuition is to treat the c-variables
as the usual constant values, only that they are currently
“unknown”. We call this new domain the c-domain, denoted
by domC . Similar to pure datalog, we define the fauré-log
query q F over c-tables with schema RF as a finite collection
of rules of the form
H(u)[(∧ni=1φ i ) ∧ (∧mi=1 Ci )] : −
B1 (u1 )[φ 1 ], · · · , Bn (un )[φ n ], C1 , · · · , Cm .

(3)

here Bi ’s are relations in RF ; the u, ui ’s are “free” tuples that
contain both regular variables and symbols (constants or cvariables) in domC (e.g.,Pi (x, y) , Pi (x, [ABC]) , and Pi (1.2.3.4, x̄)
are all valid expressions); φ i ’s are conditions over domC ; and
Ci ’s are explicit comparisons (i.e.=, ! =, <, > etc) over domC
(e.g.,x̄ = [ABC],x! = 1.2.3.4). Observe that, while hidden in the
SQL extensions for c-tables [2, 3, 29], our syntax (equation 3)
explicitly reflects the manipulation of the conditions.
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A fauré-log rule also generates new tuples from tuples
matching those in its body. For example, q2 generates {⟨3[x̄ =
[ABC]]⟩, ⟨4[x̄ = [ADEC]]⟩} (i.e. depending on the assignment to
x̄, the answer is 3 or 4 respectively). In this derivation, x / y
maps to 1.2.3.4 / x̄ in the c-domain. Note that q2 and q1 are
equivalent except that q2 uses explicit equality over variables
while q1 relies on implicit pattern matching. It is desirable to
also support such implicit pattern matching in fauré-log: for
example, in q3 , Pi (1.2.3.5, y) should match the second tuple
in Pi , allowing q3 to derive the answer q3 (PATH’ ) = {⟨3⟩}.
Unlike the trivial pattern matching in regular tables (a constant always matches itself, in fact υ only needs to be defined
for the datalog variables), in fauré-log, a constant matches
itself as well as a c-variable as long as it does not cause contradiction in the condition, and a variable can match any
constants and c-variables in the c-domain. Formally, we extend the υ to the c-domain by the following rules: (1) fauré-log
variables are assigned to constants or c-variables (by simple
substitution like in υ); (2) a constant c is assigned to either
itself, or to a c-variable x̄ if c does not contradict x̄’s condition
(e.g.,P(1.2.3.5, y) maps to Pi (ȳ, [ABE])[ȳ , 1.2.3.4 ∧ ȳ = 1.2.3.5]).
We call this the c-valuation function, denoted by υ C . Using
υ C , query evaluation on c-tables take exactly the same form
as equation 2. Finally, without diving into details, we point
out that recursion can be incorporated into fauré-log using
the usual fixed point approach [2, 9], and the “not” modifier can be added to mean non-derivable from the c-table as
x
y
z
u
1
2and recursion
3
4 particularly
5
6useful
in [7]. Both negation
are
for network analysis as we will see in § 4 and § 5.
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LOSS-LESS MODELING
1

x̄

2

ȳ

3

z̄

4

5

Figure 1: Fast rerouting under link failures: protected links
encoded by (x̄, ȳ, z̄)
R source dest
F node node
1
2
x̄
=
1
1
2
x̄ = 1
ȳ x̄ z ̄
1
3
x̄ = 0
···
2
3
ȳ = 1
1
5
x̄ = 1 ∧ ȳ = 1 ∧ z̄ = 1
2
4
ȳ = 0
1
5
x̄ = 0 ∧ z̄ = 1
···
1
5
x̄ = 0 ∧ z̄ = 0
1
5
x̄ = 1 ∧ ȳ = 0
2
3
ȳ = 1
···
Table 3: F represents for all (possible) forwarding
behaviors;
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links that we want to protect, and the dashed arrows are
backup links that will be used as a detour when failure occurs.
The many possible forwarding behaviors, due to arbitrary
failures, can be described in a single c-table once and for all.
As shown in the c-table F (Table 3): the schema F(node, node)
says packets arrived at the first node are to be forwarded
to the second; the three c-variables x̄, ȳ, z̄ ∈ {0, 1} denote the
state of the four protected links — 0 means the link fails
while 1 means normal.
1
2
3
4
5
6

7

/* reachability as recursive query */
q4 : R(f,n1 ,n2 )[φ] :- F(f,n1 ,n2 )[φ].
q5 : R(f,n1 ,n2 )[φ F ∧ φ R ] :- F(f,n1 ,n3 )[φ F ], R(f,n3 ,n2 )[φ R ].
/* examples of failure patterns */
q6 : T1 (f,n1 ,n2 )[φ ∧ x̄ + ȳ + z̄=1 ] :- R(f,n1 ,n2 )[φ], x̄ + ȳ + z̄
=1. % reachability under 2-link failure
q7 : T2 (f,2,5)[φ ∧ ȳ = 0] :- T1 (f,2,5)[φ], ȳ=0. %
reachability between 2 and 5 under 2-link failure, one
of the failure must be (2,3)
q8 : T3 (f,1,n2 )[φ ∧ ȳ + z̄<2] :- R(f,1,n2 )[φ], ȳ + z̄<2. %
reachability to 1 with at least 1-link failure

Listing

2: Fauré-log offers intuitive and
reachability analysis under failures for free

flexible

To perform reachability analysis under failures, we only
need to construct a fauré-log query that specifies the failure
pattern. For example, all pair-wise reachability analysis can
be computed by rules q4 , q5 in Listing 2, which outputs an R
table (a fragment of which is) shown in Table 3. As shown by
more examples in Listing 2, fauré-log gives a flexible query
language for link failure patterns as conditions over the cvariables (rules q6 , q8 ), and nested queries (rules q6 , q7 that
query the output of another query). Note that R, F in Table 3
are loss-less with respect to fauré-log: information that can
be queried (via fauré-log) from R, F are not distinguishable
from enumerating all the concrete data planes.

5

RELATIVE-COMPLETE VERIFICATION

WeẊẋz
use a running example — the task of checking whether a
network update (or change) can affect the validity of one or
B̅ a̅ȳ C̅ D̅ a̅ b̅ c̅ d̅ α̅ β̅ γ̅ δ̅ ε̅
more constraints — to illustrate relative-complete verificaa̅ a̅ a̅ a̅ a̅ a̅
tion, because (1) it is a pressing problem as networks (e.g.,
global-scale private WANs [55, 59]) undergoing frequent
and increasingly complicated updates have to continually
maintain network-wide constraint, and (2) it allows us to
(conveniently) vary the levels of information available to the
verifier. In the rest of this section, we incrementally develop
R represents reachability under combinations of failures.
two verifiers (verification tests) that assure a constraint continues to hold after a network update, using increasingly
more (available) information: (i) the least information is the
This section presents loss-less modeling by reachability
constraint (definition) alone; and (ii) a more powerful test is
analysis under link failures. Consider an excerpt of a fast
possible when both the constraint and the update are known.
rerouting configuration inspired by [31] (Figure 1): The nodes
We first describe our driving example inspired by [49],
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 are abstract addressable routing/forwarding entithe problem of managing an enterprise network by multiple
ties, the bold arrows between the nodes show the primary
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teams in which the constraints are network policies maintained by individual teams or a network-wide invariant, the
update is a configuration change, and the test is performed
by a (dedicated) separate team. Specifically, the enterprise
network connects two frontend subnets and two backend
servers, the two subnets are for market management (denoted by Mkt) and research & development (R&D), and the
two backend servers are the critical accounting server (CS)
and the general purpose server (GS). The network is managed by two teams, a security team that maintains firewall
configuration and a second team responsible for traffic engineering (TE) that configures the load balancers. The target
constraints (T1 , T2 ) we want to verify after a network update are: T1 requires Mkt traffic to the critical server CS to go
through a firewall; T2 requires R&D traffic to all servers to
pass through a load balancer.
We can model this network by three c-tables (Net = {R, Lb,
Fw}): R(subnet, server, port) keeps reachability information
about traffic (on specific ports) allowed from the subnets
to the servers; Lb(subnet, server) (resp.,Fw(subnet, server) )
indicates a load balancer (resp., firewall) is deployed between the subnet and server. The c-domain for the attributes
subnet, server, port are {Mkt., R&D, x̄}, {CS, GS, ȳ} and {80,
344, 7000, p̄}, respectively (x̄, ȳ and p̄ are c-variables). Over
these tables, we can formulate the constraints T1 , T2 as faurélog programs (rules q9 , q10 ) in Listing 3. The general idea
is that a (network) constraint can be viewed as a fauré-log
query whose result is a 0-ary predicate panic. If the query
evaluates to ∅, then the constraint holds. Otherwise, the
query will produce {panic} signaling constraint violation.
Category (i) test: using only network constraints
Category (i) test considers the least information when we
are allowed to look only at the constraints themselves. Our
only opportunity to use available information is through subsumption of one constraint by one or more other constraints
(that are known to hold).
Suppose we know that the TE and security teams each
maintain some policies (denoted by constraint Clb and Cs ,
respectively): Clb requires the TE team to load balance traffic
to the critical server — only frontend subnets can send packets to the critical CS, and the packets must use port 7000 and
pass through a load balancer; Cs requires the security team to
control packets to all the servers — the packets must use one
of the three ports 80, 334 and 7000, and must pass through a
firewall. Similar to the encoding of T1 , T2 , we can formulate
Clb , Cs as panic queries shown in Listing 3. For example, the
Clb query derives panic from the three possible violations
(rules q13 -q15 ). If Clb , Cs are known to hold after the update,
to prove that T1 , T2 will also hold, we only need to show that
{Clb , Cs } subsume T1 , T2 . Here, {Clb , Cs } does subsume T1 because the corresponding rule q9 is really just a special case

of q17 , i.e.q9 ⊆ q17 , the violation of T1 implies the violation
of Cs (q17 ).
But how do we automate constraint subsumption? Now
that constraints are 0-ary query programs, constraint subsumption becomes a special case of program containment [2,
25]. Program containment on pure datalog is known to be
NP-complete. While the exponential complexity of containment checking [2, 3, 24, 25] may not block practical use since
the constraint programs are usually short, fauré-log allows
us to side step the containment analysis entirely. The idea
is a novel reduction of program containment in datalog to
query evaluation in fauré-log.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

q9 : panic :- R(Mkt,CS,p̄), ¬Fw(Mkt,CS) % T1
q10 : panic :- R(R&D,ȳ,7000), ¬Lb(R&D,ȳ) % T2
/* Cl b (q13 -q15 ) enumerates 3 TE violations */
q11 : panic :- Vt(x,y,p)
q13 : Vt(x̄ ,CS,p̄) :- R(x̄ ,CS,p̄), x̄ ,Mkt, x̄ ,R&D
q14 : Vt(x̄ ,CS,p̄) :- R(x̄ ,CS,p̄), ¬Lb(x̄ ,CS)
q15 : Vt(x̄ ,CS,p̄) :- R(x̄ ,CS,p̄), p̄ ,7000
/* Cs (q17 -q18 ) enumerates 2 security violations */
q16 : panic :- Vs(x,y,p)
q17 : Vs(x̄ ,ȳ,p̄) :- R(x̄ ,ȳ,p̄),¬Fw(x̄ ,ȳ)
q18 : Vs(x̄ ,ȳ,p̄) :- R(x̄ ,ȳ,p̄),p̄ , 80,p̄ ,344,p̄ ,7000

Listing 3: Constraints as 0-ary fauré-log query
We outline the reduction by continuing with our running example: Suppose q9 produces panic, then we must
have R(Mkt, CS, p̄) and Fw(x̄, ȳ)[x̄ = Mkt ∧ ȳ = CS] in the network
state. Evaluating q17 on such instance (q17 (Net) as defined in
§ 3) will produce panic. Such evaluation is always possible in
fauré-log because we can rewrite a constraint rule into a form
whose body tuples (like q9 ) contain only c-variables or constants (p̄ and CS in q9 ) but not variables (e.g.,x). We only need
to substitute the variables with c-variables augmented with
proper conditions. After such rewrite that removes variables,
a variable-free fauré-log query P contains another query Q,
if evaluating P on the database obtained from the body of Q
produces panic.
Category (ii) test: using both constraints and updates
The containment based category (i) test is only relativecomplete, it may reach an inconclusive answer, but more
information will enable a more thorough analysis. For example, {Clb , Cs } does not subsume T2 , thus category (i) test
will return “unknown” on T2 . But if we are allowed to use
also the update information, we will be able to perform a
test that completes verification for T2 .
To see how this is possible, consider verifying constraint C
under an update U, we can incorporate U into C by rewriting
it into a new constraint C′: C′ holds before the update U if
and only if C holds after the update. That is, we can verify
C after U by checking C ′ that reflects U. Continuing with T2
and Listing 3, suppose we also know that the update (of the
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TE team) was to remove load balancing between Mkt and
CS, and add load balancing for R&D and GS. To incorporate
this update into T2 , we construct a new T2′ by following the
rewrite in [37]:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

/* add (R&D,GS) to the load balancer */
q19 : Lb(R&D,GS).
q20 : Lb1 (x̄ ,ȳ) :- Lb(x̄ ,ȳ)
/* delete (Mkt,CS) from the load balancer */
q21 : Lb2 (x̄ ,ȳ) :- Lb1 (x̄ ,ȳ)[x̄ ,Mkt]
q22 : Lb2 (x̄ ,ȳ) :- Lb1 (x̄ ,ȳ)[ȳ ,CS]
/* panic after updating load balancer(Lb2 ) */
q24 : panic :- R(R&D,ȳ,7000), ¬ Lb2 (R&D,ȳ)

Listing 4: Rewriting constraints to reflect update
where rules q19 − q20 (resp. q21 − q22 ) add (resp. delete) the
new (old) tuple to (from) the old Lb configuration. The new
relation Lb2 that reflects the update then substitutes Lb in
T2 (q10 ) and creates the new constraint T2′ (q24 ). To ensure
T2 continues to hold, we only need to check T2′ ⊆ {Clb , Cs }.
It turns out that this can be verified by the fauré-log query
evaluation method as in category (i) test.
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PRELIMINARY RESULTS

Practical implementation. We implement fauré-log in the
PostgreSQL database [47]. This is especially important as it
allows us to leverage existing database structure (e.g., indexing) to accelerate fauré-log evaluation. Our main contribution
is to support c-tables by rewriting SQL’s default valuation in
three steps: (1) generate the data part of a c-table (key terms
reserved for c-variables) in pure SQL; (2) add proper conditions (including fauré-log pattern matching) by a sequence
of SQL UPDATE; and (3) invoke Z3 [14] to remove tuples with
contradictory conditions. Note that while Postgres supports
native recursion, recursive fauré-log is implemented by stratification [2, 25] to correctly process the conditions.
Preliminary evaluation. We evaluate the running time of
fauré-log queries in listing 2 on realistic forwarding configuration inferred from BGP RIB (route-views2.oregon-ix.net
on 2021-06-10). We choose listing 2 because it covers representative features of fauré-log such as recursive and nested
query. For a given set of prefixes, we generate for each prefix the forwarding entries as follows: randomly select 5 AS
paths where one of them is used as a primary link while the
rest serve as the backups; set the preference of the backup
links (in a random order) so that a backup will be used only
when the primary and all the backups with higher preferences have failed. We then perform all pair-wise reachability
analysis (result in R) by q4 , q5 , as well as reachability under
three failure patterns (q6 − q8 ). All experiments are run on a
64-bit laptop with 1.4 GHz CPU and 8 GB memory. Table 4
summarizes the results: on four inputs (# of prefixes from
1000 to 922067), for each analysis except the recursion q4 − q5
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that compute all pair-wise reachability, we show the SQL
and Z3 completion time (averaged over 10 runs) separately.
The number of tuples generated indicating the size of the
analysis is also illustrated. Overall, the SQL running time is
encouraging, even on 922067 prefixes (all the prefixes in the
RIB file), all pair-wise analysis through recursion complete
in < 70 minutes.
#prefix
1000
10000
100000
922067

q4 − q5
sql
0.625
5.75
54.85
816.4

q6
sql
Z3
#tuples
0.85
796.35 42425
8.96
418224
113.48 4435862
4169.02 46503247

q7
sql Z3
#tuples
0.08 0.27s 16
0.27 3.41 194
1.66 25.22 1387
11.1 288.17 16490

q8
sql
Z3
#tuples
0.15 12.64 828
1.8
137.05 8706
34.67 1941.04 86360
267.05 858180

Table 4: Running time (seconds) of reachability analysis on
four rib inputs: ‘-’ means over 2 hours.
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RELATED WORK

Network datalog. Datalog-like language was first introduced in declarative networking [10, 11, 38–41, 43], and later
used for network management [8, 13, 27, 35, 36] and verification [18, 42, 60]. To our best knowledge, fauré-log is the
first to support incomplete information (i.e. c-tables).
Partial representation. Prior work often uses specialized
data structure [20] tailored to specific verification task [6] or
network topology [46] to locate a (drastically smaller) subset
of the network state that is relevant. In contrast, the c-tables
at the heart of fauré can be accessed and transformed by
arbitrary fauré-log queries.
Incremental computation. Notable examples include Jinjing [55] that exploits practical heuristics, and INCV [60]
that leverages generic engine (e.g., differential datalog), both
have the entire network state incrementally maintained. In
contrast, fauré’s relative-complete verifiers use constraint
subsumption, a reasoning process that entirely eliminates
the need to access network state.

8

CONCLUSION

This paper argues for a partial approach to network analysis
when our knowledge of the network is uncertain or unavailable, a significant departure from the de-facto complete
scheme. Central to partial analysis is the notion of loss-less
modeling that accurately models network uncertainty, and
relative-complete verification that reaches an inconclusive
result only when more information is absolutely needed. As
a realization of this vision, we present fauré, a preliminary
design in which, a datalog extension called fauré-log is developed to access and manipulate partial network states, and
various static analysis is combined with fauré-log evaluation
to reason about incomplete network information. Practical
implementation of fauré and encouraging evaluation are also
presented.
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